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REPORT NO. 111.
THE Vz4RIATION OF AEROFOIL LIFT AND DRAG COEFFICIENTS WITH CIWNGES IN
SIZE AND SPEED. .
By WALTEB S. DIEEL
This report, prepared by Walter S. DieM at the request’ of the National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautiwj contains the results of an investigation of existing scale correction data
and the derivation of an ori@al method for making these corrections rapidly and accurately.
The following summary outlines briefly the subject as treated in the report.
.—
SUMMARY.
1. General statement of the principle of dynamic si.ndarity as appLied to the problem of
determin@ the variation of the lift and drag of an aerofoil with (variations in) the size and
speed.
2, Interchangeability of v and 1. Note on limitations as found by experiment.
3. Review of exist~u scale correction data. CWicism and comments on the method
employed by the N. P. L.
4. Determination of the variation of .DOwith scale. It is shown that the minimum drag —
varies as (@~4 in a number of tests and must therefore be due almost entirely to a viacmity
effect. &wrning hat any increase in the dmg coefficient, over the minimum, is due to inertia
eflects, the rdation between the drag coefficients at any ar@e for the valuee of titis
()DCZ=DO1–D., [I – ‘+-‘-’q
where D=, = drag coefficient at V,7X
Do, = drag coefficient at v,li
and Dao=minim um drag coefhcient at vJl *
The formula is checked by test results.
.
5. Variation of L. with sclle. It is found that at any given angle of attack the lift coeffi-
cients for the two values of d bear the relation
L., =Lol -I- &!Ia
.
0v)=L=l + .057 log, v,~
where L= =lift coefficient at vz~
and LOl=lift coefficient at VJ1
The value of the constant 0.057 was determhed from existing experimental data.
& Applications and titrations. Method of applying formula. Discussion of limitations.
7. Conclusions.-It is recommended that the formubz be checked by accurate tests made
—
for this purpase and e.-.-tendingover a large range of vl.
INTRODUCTION.
..— --
A general expmsion for the residence or reaction due to rdative motion between a fluid
and an immersed body may be written by application of the principle of dimensional homo- -
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geneity. If the motion be uniform .wd the fluid .i~compressible it is found that the reaction _ _ _
is given by
where p= density of the fluid, .
v= relative velocity,
t= some linear dimension
P= viscosity of the fluid,
(1) ““
of the body,
and
P = ~,the kinematic viscosity.
P
The derivation of the expression is due to Lord Rayleigh’ and maybe found in any treatise
on aerodynamic, .(See Bairstow, ‘.’Applied Aerodynamics,” Ch. VIII.)
In most aeronautical engineering computations it is customary to neglect the variations ‘of
v and to com~der only variations of v &d 1. Tl@ k justified skce” riodel tests and flying are
usually carried out under conditions whi@ r6nd~ v substantially constant. The product of
the velocity, v, in feet per second, and tha chord, J, of an.aerofoil in feet is then referred to M “
the “d” or “scab’! of the test or ,&ght.
This investigation is ccmcerned with the de&mnination of the functions of d which express
the variation of lift and drag coefficients of an adoi~ with particular reference to the ~ppli-
cation of mode~ tests to full-size airplane performance.
Before discussing the previous work in this field it seems desirable to ccdl attention to ccr- -.
tain phenomena connected with the limitations of_ihe interchanged.iIity of v and Z. . .
INTERCHANGEABILITYOF V AND L.
It should be noted that the condition of dynamic similafity, which may be expressed
vll = va~, presuppose geometrical similarity. ‘II@ is equivalent to saying that geometrictdly
.—
simihr aetofoils will give identical characteristic curves when tasted at speeds inversely pro-
portional to their chords.
This interclwmgeability of v &d 1 and the dependence” of aerofoil coefficients upon their .
product has bemaocepted for many years as being necessary from a physical standpoint. The
validity of the assumption has sometimes been challenged but never disproved. On the other
hand the results of various tests “suchas those m-@e ,at N. P. L. oii t~~o geometrically similm ‘
aerofo~ (Br. A. C. A., R, and M. No. 148) and at GiWi.rgen on severaJseries of geometrically
similar aerofoils~ (Kumbruch— Zeitschrift fur.Flugtechnik und Motmluft.schiflahrt, May 31! ‘“
1919) are to be taken as positive proof. ___
However it iswd.1 lmown to eyeryone who hm had occasion- ~ “study the r&ults of many ‘
aerofoil tests that there are certain limits with@ .which it is necessary to keep both v and ?, if
the data are to be reliable. For instance if the y.glocity of the wind during a test be less thtin
30 f. p. s., or if the chord of the ?.nQddbe less than 3 inches, the ~ow’.is determined no~ only bY . __
the aerofoil section but. also by the method of supporting the model and the quality of the air
flow, or turbulence. present in air stream. The upper limit to velocity depends ohiefiy upon
compressibility and may arbitrarily be set @ 200 f. p; s., at which speed the effect is of the order .
ofl percent. ., ._
It may therefore be said with some confid~ce’ tha~--he “h~ ‘cofiec&l wit~”””dynirnic
similarity apply to aerofoils subject ta the limitations just mentioned.
N. P. L. SCALE CORRECI’IONS.
By far the greatest amount of testing for sc~e. effect has been done at the National Physical
Laboratory. In a series of three reports of the British Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
(R. and M. Nosi”7z I.1.Ojand 148) monoplane aerofoil characteristics for the R.A.l?.+section
1Br. h, 0, A., R. and M, No.16.
. ...’. _.. .. . .. .-.+.—
—
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.
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and moditicationa are given for m@.a of V7from 2.5 to 40. In another report (13P.A; C. A.,
R. and M. No. 196) biphane R. A. F.+3 characteristics are given for values of V7from 5 to 16.5. .
In addition to these systematic. tests a large number of aerofoik have been tested at two or more
speeds.
Although the data on male effect thus accumulated are comparatively extensive, ifiappears
that but little attention has been given to the actual detenhination of the laws involved. It
has been customary since R. and M. No. 72 was published to plot scale teds with the aerofoil
characteristics as ordinates and d (or log IW as abscissae, dra~o a line for each angleof dhd
thruugh the values of L=, DO, or L/D at the corresponding values of-;”l. This method will “&e
satisfactory restits only so long as the curves we USed on similar aerofoils. h wcount of the
great gap between the highest V7obtainable in the present wind tunnel tests and the U7of the
a~er~ue machine in @ght, it leads to a conchsion which is in error. Figges 1, 2, and 3 are taken
from a report by Mr. E. F. RelfJ “An Empirical Method for the Prediction of WiiU Charac-
teristics from Model Tests, Compiled from Existing Experimental Data” (Br. A. (!. A.j R. and
M. N’o. 450, June, 191s), and presufi;bl-y represent the latest 2?. P. L. scale correction data.
..-
.
...
In the summary to this report the follovzhg conclusion is given: “‘With regard to the - correo-rl. v —.
tion it appeam -. that the modeI r~~ts can be direetly applied without any great error, if the
wkg vl of the test is greater than 25 in ft. 2/see.” It had been stated in a previous repori (Br.
A. (’. A., R and M. No. 72, %. YI) that there was no scale effect abo~e a d of 40. Referring
to figures 1, 2, and 3 it appears on fit sight that there is ample basis for this conclusion. How-
ever, if the curves from flgges 1 and 3 be replotted on a logarithmic wale as h. @ures 4 and 5,
it immediately becomes evident that the effect of scale is operating according to the same law
I at +1=40 tw at lower value of il. It is in order to mention that this effect has been noted in
a more recent report (Br. & C. .4., R. and”3f. No. 656, November, 1919), which states that
“The drug coaflicient uf the model is still changing with speed at the l@ghest speed of the experi-
ments. The same is true of the lift coefficient to a -rery small axtent.“
The greatest d.if%cultyexperienced in applying the correction curves of figures 1, 2, and 3
occurs with l@h lift aerofoile, suck as the RAF-19. In general it is found that the method is
rather unsatisfactory on account of its limitations. ——
.-
.—
~.
—
.-
.-
VMUATION OF De wITH SCALE.
An inspection of @ure 5 will re~eal two outstanding fe@ures. First, that the minimum
drag coefficient, or rather the drag coefficient at an angle attack corresponding wry nearly to
the tiimum drig, decreases as”d is increased in such a manner that all of the values lie on a
straight line which has the slope ‘—0.14. This indicates that the minimum drag varies as
(rl)’.w instead of (W, and is consequently due almost entirely to skin friction, or more prop-
erly, perhaps, to a ‘ ‘-risoosity effect.” Second, that the higher values of Dc do not follow the
same law, since the successive values of .DO,as N is increased, lie on lines which are concave
upward. Before drawing any conclusions from these observations it. is desirable to examine
a number of tests to see if the phenomena are universal
Upon plottirg to a logarithmic scale, as in @gure 5, the drag coefficients from available
tests, there is obtained in e~ery case a group of lines ~ery similar to those in figure 5. It is to
be nokd that the slope of the line repr-enting minimum drag is slightly greater in the groups
bbtained from test data. This slope is quite uniform and of the avamge value —0.16. A
specimen group is given in figure 6 to illustrate the general nature of all.
It can therefore be shown that the minimum drag of an aerofoiI is almost entirdy due to a
viscosity effect, which is to say that
mhliIlllllll &~c K (@ L94
ormiti~D. cc (@4.'s. ------------. -------.----------------------------------(2)
Now so long as the flow over the aerofoil is nonturbulent, the magnitude of the viscosity effect
.
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can not change by any great amount. But it 4s9been shown by Bets (Technische Berichte
I-4, for translation see N. A. C. A., T. N. No. 41) that
()
-.
‘(3) .DOI=?!$ ;
.—
------ ------ -z ---—-- —------ ------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
where S= the area of the aerofoil,
b= the span,
and DOt= the coefficient of. the “ induced drag.” That is D.i is a measure of the inertia ro-
actiori, in the direction of flight, experienced by aerofoil in imparting to the encountered air
the downward deflection which produces the lift represented by LO: Since .D.i is an incrLia
effect it must vary as (d)’. Consequently the total drag, which is assumed to vary as (v?)’,
has two components, the one varying as (d) ‘~4, the other as (d)’. The scale correction to the.
coefficient of total drag, Do, must therefore be concerned only with that part of the drag which
varies as (d) 1.”, and since this part is due to an effect which renders it practically constant over
the r-we of angkx corresponding to steady flow it follows that the effect of a change in vl is
to add to or subtract from each value of DO a comtant amount, This may be expressed in
symbols as:
atvlll, DO1=DOi+DOv .---------- .---_.---.-------.--.--------.----_--(4)
atv&, D02=DOi +DCV&OOT -.---.----------.---.-------.------------(5)
or DCz-DC1= hADOV----- .--. --_- __---.-ti -------: i-_--,---------------;--(6)
where DCi= that part of DO due to inertia effects and varying as (vZ)’,
DO, = that part of DO due to viscosity effects &d varying as (vI)‘w.
ADO,= the correction to D.v necessmy to allow for the fact that D.v varies as (d) ‘J4
instead of (vZ)’.
In order to obtain .a definite check upon the above conclusions it is necessary to com-
pare at each angle the drag coefficients obtained from tests on ‘an aerofoil at two values of vZ.
There should be a difference betwe~ the two coeffic&ts at e~ch angle (within th? limit+ prc-
viouaIy stated), of ADOT,which is given by ...
“ 'D0,[1-G*)A-1l----------------:-;------------
Since DOTia substantially equal to the mi@num value of D=, which may be denoted by
D,., the above. expression may be written . _.
'Do=D00[1-r*)4"1l------:------:-----------------
.-
-.
.- . .
.
.
=., . _
——
A number of tests have been compared on this basis in the manner illustrated by Table I’,
the ~esuhs being tab.ulated b. .Table 11, It..is found @at the valu~ of ADO are not only very
nearly constant but that they check very closely with values given by equation 8. It is par- -”
titularly to be notad that the aerofofl sections listed_in Table H include every type from the ““-’
double cambered RAI?-20 to the deeply cambered. RAE-19. The RAF-2o has -a v&ry low ‘- “
Dm and the RAF-19 a very high D,O, yet the calcu~ated and observed values of ADO agreo very
well in each caw. This agreenmit is to be interpreted as a strong coaation of tie formul~, __
which appears to be a very satisfactory approximation applying equally wa to w aerofo~. ._ -
()VJ2For contenienie in making corrections and ~omparkom the .cxpression .tilT -O,la lMM
been plotted in Fig. 8.
VARIATION OF Le WITH SCALE.
There is very little to be Iearned from an.ins pection of i@re 4 in regard to the vpriation
of L. with vi., Expiwinmntal data when plotted on logarithmic scales agree very welI with
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figure 4 but are “disappoint&u on account of the low rargea of vl. A typical plot is given in
tigure 7 to illustrate the general appearance of test data.
If a careful study be made of the various tests it will be observed that the effect of increasing
vl is to increase by a d amount each Iift coeftkient within the range of a@a correqonding
to nonturbulent, flow. It will also be observed that the average increase in L. is the same
ubsolute quantity when d is increased, $or example, from 5 b 10 as from 10 to 20. That is to
()
vz~say, the avertge value of ALO is proportional to the ratio V7 and increases arithmetically as
.11
d incrertsesgeometrically. ALO should therefore be given by an expression of the form
()VJ2ALfl = K. log ~ (9)
where K is a constant to be determined from test data. ~
Table III contains data from a seriw of tests on two RM?-6a aerofoils with the corre-
sponding values of ALO. The same method was employed on other tests to obtain the values
of ALC given in Table IV. The results are surprisingly consistent when consideration is given
to the fact that AL= is obtained as the dMerences be.tvreentwo nearly equal values of LC, each
subject under the best of conditions to an error of 2 per cent or more. The av~oe of a number
of redings should eliminate such errors, however.
Table IV contains aUdata used in the determination of K, which is found to be
K= .057
The value of the Mt coeflkient L., at a given angle of attack and W2T,is therefore given by
(10)
where Lol is tha lifb coefficient at the same sngle and @l.
It is to be noted that the value of K seems independent, not only of the type of aerofoil
section but also of the arrangement, i. e., monoplane or biphme. -
The method has been applied to tests on a complete model airplane (Br. A. C. A., R. and
M. No. 656) with satisfactory results. It is unfortunate. that free flight test data available for
comparison are too erratic to be used, except at large angles where it checks very well with that
wdculated by 10.
APPLICATIONS AND LIMIT..4TIONS.
In applying thwe corrections it is necessary to employ data obtained at a vl suiliciently
high to eliminate all uncertainty in regard to steadin- of flow. There are so my factors
which infiuence steadin~s of flow that it is difilcuIt to specify a lower limit to vl although in
general it maybe said that the results obtained from tests on a model of 3“ chord at 40 f. p. s.
are reliable, but neither velocity nor chord should ever be less thw these figur=.
The application of the corrections should also be Iimited to the rarge of angka corresponding
to steady flow roughtly from zero Iift to m&nmm lift.
In regard to limitations, there have been tests on certain double camked aerofoils in
which the lift coefficient was found to decrease as V1was increased. Data me lacking to indicate
the cause of this revemil, but since other double cambered aerofoila behave in the usual manner
it is posslMe that the phenomena may be due to some special condition or type of flow.
In a few cases, the Iift curves for tests at two or more vahms of d on tie same aerofoil
coincide over a range of severaJ degrees in the angle of attack. Special #ests are required to
indicate whether or not an indkidual- correction of the same genertd form as equation 10 should
be appIied at each angle of attack in such cases.
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CONCLUSIONS.
It has been shown that the value of the drag coefficient- varies with v? according to the
exmession —
.
Do, = ()~OI-- A [1– :+ ‘“”’e]11 (11)
where D.l is tha.drag coef6cient at a given angle of afi.ck and I&.
DCOis the minimum drag coefficient at WJI
and D.z is the drag coefficient at the same angle of attack as D,l bu-tat Vzl,.
It has also been shown that the lift coefficient at.& is given by
(lo)
where ..& is the lift coefficient at VI; for the particular anglg of attack under consideration.
The most ob~kms criticism of these formula idhat they are based on low valuea of vZ. ““
The only tests at’ high values of vl, available for inclusion in this study wero those made at
Gottingen and reported by Kumbruch in the Zeitiwhrift fur Flugtechnik und Motorluftschifl-
ahrt, of May 31, 1919. - Unfortunately the forces fiv.olved in the GWngen teats were so
large that the models deflected until the angles of attack were uncertain. The models were also
of aspect ratio 2.5 and end plates were used to eliminate the tip losses. Although corrections
were made for aspect ratio and the interference between the model and the walls of the tunnel
it is felt that the effectof scale is mt. given by the final resulti.
It”is rectnnmended that the formuke 10 and 1Ile checked by testsiixteriding over a large ;
range of vZ. Such tests should be made with ,mordum usual care in ,measuring .$heangle of
attack and wind velocity. The results so obtained should be. checked with reliable free fl@t
performance data.
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FIG.2.-Cm’reMom to L/D furwfdeetkta. Repmduc-
ti Ofuwm, B.A.O.A. E.& M. No. 45a
FIG. l.-Corractfon to Ufteoeillcientfor scaleeffect. Re-
productionofdgure 19,B.A.C.4.R.&X No.450.
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FIG.3.-4krectimI to drag @willcIantformileeffaet
Reproduction of figure 21, B. A. C. A. R.& M
No. 4%.
Fm. 4.—VerkdlOnof fIft ooeflidentwith V1 Rep ot of
flgure19,B.A.C,A. R.&AL No.4W. (SeeFig.L)
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FIG.5.—VP.rfetion ofdrag oaeffioientwkh VI. Re-pIotof
flgrire22,B. A. C.A. IL&M. No.460. (SeeFfg.8.)
-.
FIG. &-Varlaifon of dragcoefiidentwith V1. DfItkfrom
B.A. C. A. R. &M. No. 110. R. A,F. 13Aerofdl.
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